
Volvo Group 1: 48V Electrified Coolant Pump 
Problem Statement 

Volvo has tasked our team with electrifying the engine coolant pumps for heavy duty              
powertrain systems. The current engine coolant pump system is powered by the crankshaft of              
the motor. Electrifying the coolant pump will lead to a 15% reduction in frictional loads on the                 
engine, leading to increased fuel economy. In order to accomplish this goal, Volvo had given us                
three suggested methods. The first method was to drive the existing coolant pump indirectly              
with a belt. This method would involve mounting an electric motor, and using two pulleys and a                 
belt to power the existing coolant pump. The second method was to drive the existing coolant                
pump directly. This method would use a electric motor to power the existing coolant pump with a                 
1:1 ration. The third method was to use a remotely located pump and motor and run plumbing.                 
Each of these methods were to be designed using off the shelf components and custom               
bracketing. 
Design Process  

After ranking all of our concepts, the team moved forward with a directly driven solution               
and an indirectly driven solution using bevel gears. The team continued further analysis of both               
concepts, but would only continue with the bevel gear solution for the physical prototype. The               
indirectly driven solution uses bevel gears to transfer power from the motor to the coolant pump.                
This design utilizes a 90 degree gearbox with the speed reduction ratio in order to meet the                 
specific rotational speed of 2250 RPM. The gear box will enclose gears and lubrication. Both the                
shaft of the coolant pump and the shaft of the motor will be connected to the gear box using                   
couples. This design is ideal for the volumetric restrictions given to us by Volvo, and will allow                 
for a gearing ratio if needed. The directly driven solution uses a 1:1 drive using a key shaft. The                   
motor will transfer power to the existing coolant pump directly using a coupler. Mounting a               
pancake motor was considered in order to satisfy the volumetric restriction given by the              
sponsor. There will not be an option for gearing, however, this concept will use the least amount                 
of moving parts. 
Final Decision 

As this is an on-going project for our sponsor,volumetric restrictions have changed two             
times over the course of the semester. After the first volumetric change, the team intended to                
only move forward with this bevel gear solution. However, the most recent update for volumetric               
restrictions made the direct drive solution possible. The team will be using two final designs for                
electrifying the coolant pump since it is likely that volumetric restrictions will change again              
causing the direct drive concept to be unrealizable. The team modeled the testing prototype off               
of the bevel gear solution for the final deliverable. Chalmer’s counterparts are engaged in              
developing a prototype for direct drive solution on their end by contacting their local supplier,               
Adigo. Our prototype was developed to conduct a feasibility test and power analysis for              
electrifying the coolant pump. These experimental values that we will obtain will give Volvo a               
general range as to what power consumption is to be expected by the electrified cooling system.                
These designs and analyses conducted by the team will help Volvo conduct further tests to               
determine the most effective method of powering the coolant pump using a 48V motor. 


